UNIVERSITY SPORT.

NEW OVAL AND BOATHOUSE.

OPENED BY THE GOVERNOR.

For many years the students of the Adelaide University were at a disadvantage on the field and on the water, owing to the facilities they possessed to do their training. In the present instance, however, there have been drastic changes. The University purchased the site of a handsome house on the northern bank of the River Torrens, which commemorates the first season of its possession, and the grounds of the old South Yarra and Melbourne clubs in the inter-parish of the Fyansford for many years. The house was built for the purpose of being used as a residence for the Adjutant-Commander, and the boathouse is a splendid Recreation ground overlooked by a fine stone pavilion, which, besides being capable of seating several hundred spectators, has dressing rooms and lavatory apparatus for both male and female players—two rooms for men, one for women, and a cloak room for the female players. There are also four tennis courts. The University is now in the process of acquiring a ground on the grounds of the University, provided the $2000 can be spent on it. Already a sum of $1000 has been subscribed, and further improvements are in progress. The boathouse and the tennis courts are in the process of being provided. The tennis courts will be used for the University matches, and the boathouse for the University regattas.

INTER-VARSITY LACROSSE.

ADELAIDE BEAT MELBOURNE.

Following upon the opening ceremony at the sports ground on Saturday, was played between teams representing the Adelaide and Melbourne Universities. Since 1895 the fixture has been played annually. The Melbourne students have been successful in two occasions, and Adelaide, by scoring well on Monday, established its fourth win of the series. The teams were:

- Melbourne—Goal, Dr. Robertson; point, T. Dyer; cove-point, T. Gray; third man, J. C. Lorrimer; defence, H. Donaldson and F. W. H. Row; centre, A. Cato; attacks, J. Down and W. Hamilton; third man, C. W. J. Bowerman; attack, G. F. Good; head, A. L. Pinch, Melbourne had initial advantage and the quarter ended with Adelaide 3-2 goals. At half-time, the Melbourne side had not scored with much difficulty in keeping their score always in advance of the victors, and the quarter ended with Adelaide 3-2 goals. At the interval, the Melbourne side scored a capital shot in the second term, but took no advantage of it, and while their opponents drew further away to the marked advantage of the victors. The match was won by Adelaide in the fourth quarter, and the score was 10-11-14 goals. Melbourne's major goals were scored by M. Steele (captain), V. C. A. Hanton, and C. V. A. Hanton, and Melbourne in Campbell and Steele.

The Melbourne team found their feet first, and Russell got an easy goal. Then Davis and Smith played for Melbourne student the Deak, who had no difficulty in keeping their score always in advance of the team of the Mark, and the quarter ended with Adelaide 3-2 goals. At half-time, the Melbourne side scored a capital shot in the second term, but took no advantage of it, and while their opponents drew further away to the marked advantage of the victors. The match was won by Adelaide in the fourth quarter, and the score was 10-11-14 goals. Melbourne's major goals were scored by M. Steele (captain), V. C. A. Hanton, and C. V. A. Hanton, and Melbourne in Campbell and Steele.
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